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INTRODUCTIONR Russia became the of�cial inheritor of all liabilities

consequence.
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clearly re ects a direct linkage between the

1999.

�nd out answer of the followingquestions: (a)What

decades, Rajan Kumar has very rightly classi�ed
(Kumar

During the �rst phase, the key focus of Russia was

the �nancial and ideological support from theKumar 2018, 210). In other words, the �rst

Zagorski

(Constopoulostacitly supported the policies of NATO. The �rst
subsequently of�cially approved on November 2,
any external threat. The Doctrine speci�cally stated
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Kumar

team2

3

champion out of these debates, at least in the �rstphase.

go back to the tenure of Mikhail Gorbachev, �rst as

4
Kothari

Oliker

India and China could not �nd any suitable place

transfer5 Sinha
heavy dependence upon the West for �nancial,

outcomes.

(Mandelbaum

from the of�ce and replaced by Yevgeny Primakov
6

7
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8

2019).

2015,23
9 in 1998. Putin gained con�dence byway of

in Russia’s domestic and foreign policy �elds. The

entry into the former Soviet sphere of in uence

10
2000space for Russia. It clearly de�ned the future road

Russia should give any unjusti�ed concessions to

Secrieru

should be an in uential participant in international

space.
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functioning, which has been explicitly re ected in

making. Vladimir Putin exerts a crucial in uence
Pushkin 7

U.S. in uence everywhere from Libya to Syria to2021).

Rosenau

Putin’s idiosyncratic personality has been re ected

unstable. On all major international con icts -

con ict between Russia and the US (Landler

Kumar

and �nally, Moscow intervened militarily and

2015 and stood �rm behind the Assad regime in

signi�cant reforms and economic growth. Oil prices

Pushkin

Putin.
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�nance, manufacturing and transport have grownsigni�cantly during last one decade (Pushkin2015,28power in the �elds of trade and investment in

political in uence in the near abroad.
Pushkin has identi�ed four main sources ofdomestic in uence that have played a decisive role
(a) predilections;
(b)
(c)
(d)
First, Putin’s personal in uence is felt at every

Pushkin 35-
36).

Oliker 8-9

It is an established hypothesis that the in uence

During the �rst phase, the pollical system of Russia

had faced in the early 1990s. Then in the �nal phase,

stated that Russia became de�ant, aggressive and
This indicates the pro�le of Russia’s foreign policy.

of Stalin has been so intimately identi�ed with

2015,7).

1.

a possible way of resolving con icts among

2.

3.
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of the signi�cant outcomes of New

uni�cation of Germany and the withdrawal of

other.
5.

6.

construct to counter the in uence of the West
7.

8.

9.
10.
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